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Sustained, rapid economic growth in East Asia has been the
outstanding feature of world economic development in the last
third of the twentieth century.
Rapid growth in East Asia has been strongly internationally
oriented. Foreign trade has expanded more rapidly than output
and expenditure-although less outstandingly so in Japan than
in the region's developing economies. Since the mid-1980s,
foreign trade growth has been concentrated in East Asia itself,
increasing interest in the development of regional institutions
to provide a range of public goods to reduce transaction costs
in the rapidly expanding trade. At the same time, it is recognised that the trans-Pacific economic ties that were crucial to
early export-oriented growth in East Asia retain considerable
significance. As a result, the interest in regionalism has focused
on a wider grouping, Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC), rather than narrowly on East Asia alone.
The most remarkable period of East Asian output and trade
growth, and structural adjustment to accommodate increased
specialisation, has occurred since the major realignments of
nominal and real exchange rates in the mid-1980s (Garnaut
1994). Since the mid-1980s, more than one-half of the increase
in world production of goods and services has occurred in East
Asia. Between 1986 and 1991, growth in Japan added annual
output equivalent to that of an economy the size of France.
Internationally oriented growth became firmly entrenched in
East Asia's most populous economies, China and Indonesia,
and commenced in Vietnam. Most remarkably, strong growth
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in the region's developing economies continued undiminished
in the early 1990s, despite deep and prolonged recession in the
industrialised economies of the Northern hemisphere.
The East Asian economies that have grown rapidly through
the postwar period have had very different initial relative
resource endowments from those of the industrial economies.
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Korea and the coastal
provinces of mainland China are all densely populated in comparison with the industrial economies of the North Atlantic, or
the rest of the world. Their patterns of specialisation in international trade are therefore distinctive, both in the early stages
of industrialisation when incomes are low, and later when they
are high. This increases pressures for structural adjustment in
the rest of the world, beyond those that are inevitably associated with the scale and pace of growth, at the same time as it
expands the potential gains from trade. It also leads to criticism
that East Asia does not behave 'normally' in its trade relations
with the rest of the world, and to arguments that the old trade
rules are not suitable for the new big players.
The emergence of East Asia as one of three major centres of
production and trade alongside Western Europe and North
America (and by early next century likely the largest) has
placed great strain on the old rules of the international trading
system. It was, of course, the liberal international trading
system of the postwar period, built upon the rules of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA TT) that supported the emergence of internationally oriented growth, at
first in Japan, and then in the newly industrialising economies.
Policy responses in the old industrial economies to the adjustment strains associated with East Asian growth, coming as they
did at a time of slower growth and higher unemployment in
the North Atlantic economies, fractured the system in several
ways: most importantly, in relation to the huge exceptions in
the rules on textiles, and the 'grey areas'. The exception for
agriculture had different origins and, once created by the North
Atlantic, was accepted readily as an excuse for avoiding adjustment in the newly rich Northeast Asian economies.
By the 1980s, the postwar rules were recognised by some as
being inadequate and requiring development, for the management of areas of trade that had come to assume much greater
importance, including in services, and the related matters of
intellectual property rights.
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Thus followed the Uruguay Round. It was supported by the
United States and Japan (and some in Europe) to extend the
rules to new areas, to bring in one old exception (agriculture)
and to commit developing economies more tightly to the rules.
The Uruguay Round was supported (and on some issues led)
by Western Pacific economies, including developing economies,
to constrain the exceptions related to manufactured goods and
(for Southeast Asia and Australasia) to remove the exception
for agriculture.
There is an important sense in which the weight and adjustment strain of East Asia's internationally oriented growth, and
East Asia's comparative success through the 1980s and early
1990s, increased tendencies to discriminatory regionalism in
Europe and North America. It was one factor in the acceleration
of moves towards Western European economic integration,
and, alongside frustration with slow progress in the Uruguay
Round, towards the formation of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). By the early 1990s, these and other
moves towards discriminatory regionalism constituted threats
to the liberal, multilateral trading system as important as those
that the Uruguay Round had been established to remove. And
the success of internationally oriented growth in East Asia,
alongside weaknesses in economic policy and performance in
the United States and, later, the European Union, began to
undermine political and intellectual support for the postwar
system in its old heartlands.
This chapter examines some of the factors behind the emergence of strains in East Asia's relations with the old champions
of liberal, multilateral trade. The support that East Asia's own
commitment to open trade and multilateralism can provide to
the postwar system at this time of strain is discussed. Analysis
of APEC as a form of non-discriminatory regionalism concludes
the discussion. Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation can help
bring the new legitimacy of regionalism in American discussion
of trade policy to account in the strengthening of the principles
of open trade upon which economic growth, including in East
Asia, has been based over the past four decades. It also
acknowledges the possibility and the danger that discussion of
trade liberalisation within APEC will yet be captured by oldfashioned discriminatory forms of regionalism.
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East Asia's economic growth
As the weight of East Asia and the Pacific in world affairs continues to increase, the commitment to the old verities of liberal
trade in this region could be crucial in holding back the new
tides of discriminatory regionalism in the old, North Atlantic
industrial economies.
Growth in East Asia is likely to be the primary influence on
world trade and economic growth in the next quarter century
and beyond, just as it has been in the last. The emergence of
East Asia has had a dramatic effect on the structure of world
output, and even more so on world trade (Figures 6.1 and 6.2).
East Asia accounted for just over 17 per cent of world production in 1980; at the end of the century it is expected to be
over 28 per cent. Already the region accounts for one-fifth of
world trade, a larger share than North America, and by the year
2000, we expect East Asia's share to be closer to one-third of
world trade. These ratios will not stop changing at the millennium. One consequence is that, in the future, the rest of the
world will find itself reacting to the developments in economic
policymaking and the real economies in East Asia, as most of
the world has done to those in the United States for the past
half-century.
In East Asia in recent years, structural change and growth
have been mutually reinforcing; providing new markets, and an
increasingly sophisticated and dynamic regional economy. There
has been extensive unilateral market opening and deregulation
in most Western Pacific economies. Their remarkable growth
performance has confirmed the prediction of economic theory
that the greatest benefit from unilateral trade liberalisation
accrues to those who undertake it. The benefits for each economy
have been multiplied by the fact that many neighbouring economies have taken similar unilateral market-opening decisions.
The process of progressive trade liberalisation among Northeast
and Southeast Asian economies has been described elsewhere as
a game of 'prisoner's delight' (Garnaut 1991b; Drysdale and
Garnaut 1993) built around comprehension that each country's
own success in internationally oriented economic growth
depends on its own trade liberalisation.
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Figure 6.1: Share of world output, 1980, 1990 and 2000
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Source: Projections by the Australia-Japan Research Centre using data from
the International Economic Databank, The Australian National University,
Canberra, July 1992. Note that the China output numbers are 2.5 times those
conventionally applied in the past by the World Bank (1992a) , representing a
conservative application of insights from recent research (Garnaut and Ma
1993b).
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Figure 6.2: Share of world trade, 1980, 1990 and 2000
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Source: Projections by the Australia-Japan Research Centre using parameters
of output growth and trade intensities calculated using data from the
International Economic Databank, The Australian National University, Canberra,
July 1992.
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While in recent years, East Asian developing economies have
shown that they can grow strongly through recession in Japan
as well as other advanced industrial economies, there are nevertheless anxieties about the sustainability of growth given the
pattern of the recent past. While the region's developing economies have been able to grow strongly despite recession in
Japan, they have benefited from continued Japanese industrial
transformation, and expansion of direct foreign investment and
imports in sectors that have been losing competitiveness. It is
reasonable to wonder whether productive industrial transformation will continue indefinitely in Japan if there is slow economic remvery, especially if the political system becomes more
open to popular pressure. There is also a question about the
sustainability of high growth in China, so important to continued expansion in the newly industrialising economies and
other ASEAN economies, under the dual pressures of domestic
macroeconomic instability and uncertainty about external
market access.
The implications of recession in Japan for the regional
economy and global economic management are important. The
current recession is significantly different from previous recessions in the postwar period-there will be no export-led recovery as there has been in the past, if only because of the large
appreciation of the yen. Nevertheless, the fundamentals of the
Japanese economy are strong. The core industrial economy in
Japan is in good shape, employment remains high and inflation
is low. Japan's strong budget position, very high savings rate
and massive trade and current account surpluses provide space
for further measures to expand domestic demand, and thereby
encourage a recovery that is immediately helpful to export
expansion in other countries. Political uncertainty in Japan will
attenuate the process of recovery; however, it is likely that sustainable growth, slightly higher than the average for other
industrial economies, will continue to be a feature of the Japanese economy for the remainder of the decade despite the
ageing of the Japanese population and social change affecting
attitudes to work and leisure.
The change in China is massive and unprecedentedly rapid,
both in economic and political terms, and the commitment to
reform in China has become more, not less, deeply entrenched
since the political trauma of 1989. China is behaving increasingly like a market economy; undergoing industrial transformation in a manner not dissimilar to the historical experience
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of other East Asian nations. The macroeconomic stabilisation
problems of a partly reformed economic system are formidable.
There will be bumps in the road, one of the biggest yet through
1994, as yet another inflationary boom is brought to heel.
Getting the framework right for accommodating China is
central to the future management of the global economy and
polity. This is a huge challenge for the Asia Pacific Region as
China's integration into the international economy moves
forward rapidly. It is also a central, if not the central, political
security interest in the Asia Pacific Region.
The ASEAN group has also developed its own growth
momentum, most importantly with the entrenchment of exportoriented industrialisation since the mid-1980s. This has been
boosted as Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong have approached
world industrial productivity frontiers and shed standard technology production to China and the ASEAN countries. There
have been signs over the past two years of the direct investment
flow to ASEAN diminishing with the greater attraction of
China, but growth momentum in Southeast Asia remains considerable. The industrial transformation of the newly industrialising economies has added to the weight of Japan's role in
the process of East Asian subregional economic integration.
International investment within the Asia Pacific economy has
expanded even more rapidly than trade. The resulting relocation of production in line with changing industrial structures
has led to the emergence of zones of intense economic interaction that transcend political boundaries. The largest case is
the integrated zone of production in South China around Hong
Kong; links are also strengthening across the Taiwan Straits, as
well as across the Yellow Sea, and between Singapore and its
neighbours. These subregional integrative processes are
market-driven, generally with little formal government involvement in a regulatory sense. They are evolving in order to
promote efficiency and competitiveness in global as well as
domestic markets, rather than seeking to create a sheltered, discriminatory, subregional market (Lee 1991; Sung 1992).

Forging links with East Asia's growth
The intensification of intra-East Asian trade flows since the
mid-1980s builds on strong established trade ties with North
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Figure 6.3: North America's share in East Asia's and Japan's imports, 1970-93
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Source: International Economic Databank, The Australian National University,
compiled from United Nations and International Monetary Fund statistics.

America and Australasia. As a result, the Asia Pacific is a region
of intense trade ties (Frankel 1993; Drysdale 1988). In 1970, Asia
Pacific economies (defined as the member economies of APEC)
accounted for around 30 per cent of world trade, but their share
in regional trade was around 55 per cent. In 1992, Asia Pacific
economies accounted for 44 per cent of world trade, but 75 per
cent of regional trade.
In 1992, intra-regional trade in Asia and the Pacific-at 75 per
cent of the region's total trade-has already exceeded that
within the European Union, despite the absence of comprehensive discriminatory economic arrangements such as those of
Europe. Intra-regional trade in East Asian economies comprises
45 per cent of the region's trade (Drysdale and Garnaut 1993).
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These crude trade shares are not reliable indicators of trade
intensity as they take no account of differences in the value of
total trade in various regions. Intensity of trade, properly measured, is similar in the APEC and Western European economies.
Expanding trade among APEC economies has continued to
involve North America and Australasia, although these economies' weaker overall performance has in some periods led to
declining shares in East Asian trade. Changes in the North
American and Australasian regions' shares of the East Asian
market between 1970 and 1993 are charted in Figures 6.3 and
6.4.
In the 1970s, North America's share in the principal East
Asian markets declined sharply, for example, from over 30 per

Figure 6.4: Australia's share in East Asia's and Japan's imports, 1970-93
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cent to around 20 per cent of Japan's total imports. This was
also true of Australasia's share of East Asian markets: Australasia's share fell from over 9 per cent to around 6 per cent of
Japan's total imports. These shares still represent very strong
market penetration-but, importantly, the 1970s were a decade
in which North American and Australasian export growth to
East Asia did not keep pace with East Asian trade growth.
In part, the declining North American and Australasian
shares in East Asian imports resulted from energy trade adjustments through the first and second oil shocks, when suppliers
of oil from the Middle East and Southeast Asia secured a huge
lift in the value of their exports to the region. The mismanagement of adjustment to changing international economic conditions, both in North America and Australasia, was one factor
behind a decline in export competitiveness, affecting manufactures and services. Australian competitiveness rose in the mid1980s following foreign exchange liberalisation and the
beginning of trade liberalisation, but was set back again by the
inflationary boom of the late 1980s. Only in the 1990s, with low
inflation, subdued domestic demand, low interest rates and
weaker currencies, were macroeconomic conditions conducive
to sustained export expansion in Australasia and North
America.
It is a lesson of recent economic history that the first requirement for taking advantage of the opportunity to expand exports
to the rapidly growing East Asian economies is attention to
competitiveness, underpinned by low inflation and inflationary
expectations, and a competitive exchange rate.
In recent years, North America and Australasia have done
better in holding their shares of East Asian imports (Figures 6.3
and 6.4). North America's share in most East Asian markets has
increased and Australasia's has largely remained steady through
a process of rapid growth and structural change over the past
decade. This is perhaps a surprisingly strong performance for
North America, as the United States and Canada have continued
to carry the burden of loose fiscal policy. The most significant
initiative of the first year of the Clinton Administration was to
put in train a legislative process to realign fiscal policy, offering
the prospect of stronger domestic investment, expanding exports
and steady improvement in the current account position. It is
also a more impressive achievement than it looks for Australasia
in the face of low commodity prices over recent years.
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The demonstrated relationship between export performance
and competitiveness in East Asia underlines the importance of
maintaining domestic effort in both North America and Australasia and not being diverted into shifting the blame for poor
performance onto others. The key challenge over the next
decade will be to harness the opportunity provided by the continued growth, structural change and interdependence of the
regional economy to develop even more intensive trading relationships between Australasia, North America and East Asia.
At the same time, North America and Australasia have
become proportionately much less important, and East Asia
much more important, as destinations for Australian exports

Figure 6.5: North America's share in East Asia's and Japan's exports, 1970-93
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since 1986 (Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7). More rapidly than is generally understood in the United States, the North American
market has become less crucial to overall export performance
in East Asia. Before many more years have passed, this geoeconomic reality will have an important effect on the extent to
which East Asian states are prepared to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of US policymaking processes.
Underpinning this challenge is the importance of getting the
policy framework right to sustain industrial and trade penetration in East Asia and continued growth of market opportunities
in the region. The continuation of the game of 'prisoner's
delight' -beneficial trade liberalisation in the region-cannot
be taken for granted. It has proceeded rapidly over the past few
decades. It will continue if removal of barriers to deeper
Figure 6.6: Australia's share in East Asia's and Japan 's exports, 1970- 93
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Figure 6.7: East Asia's share in East Asia's exports and imports, 1970-93
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integration in the region is negotiated in a framework that
creates confidence in the process, not tension and uncertainty.
Trade arrangements that introduce discrimination by some
regional economies against others could create serious divisions
within the region. The 'invitation' in 1992, by the outgoing Bush
Administration, for individual Western Pacific economies to
enter separate, preferential trading agreements with the United
States will, hopefully, never be reiterated, for it threatened to
reintroduce the ideas into the region that have created the traditional trade policy 'prisoner's dilemma': leading each
country, in narrow and ultimately mistaken pursuit of its own
self-interest, through insisting on specific reciprocity and
excluding outsiders, to take steps that lead all to be worse-off
than they could be.
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This means not only developing a favourable policy environment, but also establishing mechanisms for effective communication and coordination of policy interests and priorities, to
exploit the potential for further economic growth and intraregional trade in this dynamic part of the world, and to project
and define East Asian and Pacific interests and responsibilities
in the global arena.
As the centre of the world's economic gravity has shifted
towards East Asia and the Pacific, there is a more powerful
interest throughout the Asia Pacific in fostering Asia Pacific
integration, based on the principles and policy objectives of
open regionalism.

Open regionalism: a framework for Asia
Pacific economic cooperation
The essential requirements of economic cooperation to provide
a framework for continued trade expansion in the Asia Pacific
region are:
• openness in international economic policy and diplomatic
approach;
• evolution in the practice of high-level consultation and cooperation; and
• non-discrimination in growing economic partnerships among
disparate polities.
The Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC), established in 1980, was the first building block in the architecture
of regional economic policy coordination. The Pacific Economic
Cooperation Council-with its informal, tripartite structure,
which includes participation at the official, industry and academic level-carried forward the process of fostering consultation and discussion of interests in regional cooperation
through its Trade Policy Forum and other task forces.
An important policy achievement that grew out of consultations within the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council was the
development of Asia Pacific support for the Uruguay Round of
multilateral trade negotiations, and the facilitation of broader
economic dialogue involving both China and Taiwan. The
Pacific Economic Cooperation Council's semi-official processes
also laid the groundwork for the next step in the development
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of outward-looking economic cooperation-the evolution of the
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) group. APEC,
through the establishment of regular ministerial-level meetings,
brought the process of economic cooperation into the political
arena.
APEC was initiated by Australia, with strong support from
Korea, Singapore and Japan, in 1989, and has rapidly established itself as the main regional forum for discussion of trade
liberalisation and expansion. The group has fostered consistency between regional economic policy objectives and multilateral international economic policy goals-and sought to
strengthen the GATT-based multilateral trading system.
APEC could pursue these objectives most effectively if it were
able to set positive examples of successful trade liberalisation
and expansion. It is imperative that any joint economic or trade
policy decisions by APEC be consistent with the fundamental
principle of universal most-favoured-nation treatment of all
trading partners as set out in Article I of the GATT, rather than
explicitly discriminate against non-participants, seeking to
rationalise discrimination by reference to Article XXIV. Any
attempt to negotiate an APEC-wide preferential trading agreement is not only economically undesirable, given the trade and
investment links of the East Asian economies outside the
region, especially with the European Union; it is also destined
to end in failure.
As argued by Yamazawa (1992) and Elek (1992a), if APEC is
to establish itself as a promoter of open and multilateral trade,
it must remain an open economic association:
• open in the sense of not discriminating against the rest of the
world;
• economic in its primary policy focus; and
• an association in the sense of seeking voluntary understandings on principles and policy action that yield benefits to all
participants, rather than imposing a supra-national authority
on participants.
International policy concerns

A persistent theme in the discussion of international economic
policy outcomes is the threat of inward-looking or closed
regionalism. This was the context of East Asian commitment to
the Uruguay Round.
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The biggest danger for Asia Pacific economic expansion and
political security is that the Pacific, under stress, might split
down the middle. Regionalism and protectionism in North
America and Europe invite a regionalist East Asian response,
but a split makes no economic or political sense. That is why it
is so important for Australia, Japan and other Western Pacific
countries to articulate a clear and constructive response to the
drift in trans-Pacific tensions. That is why strong commitment
to the APEC framework for regional economic dealings is so
important, because it encompasses both North American and
Western Pacific economic and political interests and provides a
vehicle for dealing with them in the post Cold War period. The
APEC framework of open regionalism was conducive to the
successful completion of the Uruguay Round, and to the continued viability of the multilateral system following the
negotiations.
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is less
threatening to traders and investors outside North America
since the Uruguay Round was completed successfully. It is also
important that the North American Free Trade area is engaged
in open Asia Pacific regionalism, and that tensions between
North America and East Asia can be settled within this framework rather than bilaterally (in ways that do not take into
account the interests of other countries).
The framework of APEC and its inclusion of the world's two
largest economic powers makes it a suitable forum for containing inclinations towards inward-looking policy developments
within the Pacific region, encouraging the European Union
towards outward-looking responses to East Asian dynamism
and providing urgently needed leadership towards the further
deepening of international economic integration after the
implementation of the Uruguay Round.

Security issues require separate forum
Rapid economic growth has changed the structure of world economic power and challenges old definitions of political and security interests in East Asia and the Pacific in the post Cold War
era. With the end of American economic hegemony, new
regional and multilateral political structures are needed to define
rules governing the relations between Asia Pacific states, to
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provide a framework for the emerging strategic significance of
Japan and China, and ASEAN, and to establish a forum for discussing a wide range of regional and subregional security issues.
US-Japan economic tensions are more likely to be manageable so long as the established framework of security relations
remains intact. The United States-a strong stabilising factor in
regional security-is only likely to be induced to maintain a
presence in the Western Pacific if there is a strong economic
rationale for it to do so.
In political as well as in economic affairs, the pace of change
must encourage experimentation with new structures to
manage regional and subregional problems. To reflect the
impact of economic policy on political and security arrangements, the aim should not be to develop a single overarching
regional structure dealing with economic, political and security
issues. Rather, separate structures are more realistic, but to be
successful they need to reinforce each other.
The game plan

The challenge is to make the Asia Pacific economy a source
of strength for a liberal international system, by facilitating
the removal of barriers to trade among member economies
without discriminating against non-regional nations. The
GATT's most-favoured-nation-based trade rules have served
the region well, and despite their limitations, they constrain
the political threat of discrimination and provide a measure
of security and political confidence in open international economic transactions.
Implementing the outcome of the Uruguay Round is the first
task-not altogether straightforward given the far-reaching
adjustments associated with the round. Yet, from the perspective of Western Pacific economies, the Uruguay Round is not
the end of trade policy history, but the beginning, since it coincides with the region's continuing implementation of substantial reform and economic liberalisation programs. APEC is of
critical importance in defining the international trade and economic policy agenda beyond the Uruguay Round.
Beyond the implementation of the Uruguay Round agreements, no issue is as important for the Asia Pacific and regional
trading than securing Chinese membership of the GA TT/World
Trade Organisation and making its membership work within
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the established rules. APEC members are in a good position to
lead wider international opinion on this issue.
It is obvious that 1994 was a very important year for APEC.
In 1993, with the United States in the chair, a substantial agenda
for regional cooperation and negotiation was defined around
trade and investment facilitation. In addition, leaders committed themselves to building a region in which goods, services
and investment moved freely, without defining the context of
'free trade'. The APEC meeting in Jakarta in late 1994 brought
together the leaders of the nations that account for one-half of
global production and 40 per cent of global trade. This was an
important symbolic step in demonstrating the commitment of
APEC economies to supporting the forum as the most appropriate vehicle for furthering their interests in the regional and
global trading system, and focusing corporate attention and
energies on regional developments.
It was important for the Jakarta Leaders' meeting to accomplish three things if APEC were to play a central role in sustaining internationally oriented growth in the Asia Pacific.
First, it had to give concrete form to regional cooperation on
trade and investment facilitation. This agenda relates to provision and strengthening of the 'public goods' that facilitate
international economic transactions. It includes a regional
investment code and dispute settlement mechanism that needs
to go further than the multilateral arrangements if they are to
be useful for the region and as an example and model for the
rest of the world. Other items encompass facilitation of traderelevant information flows and reconciliation of standards
where divergences had previously acted as a barrier to trade.
This is an important, if apparently prosaic and uncontroversial,
area of cooperation. In its nature, it need involve no discrimination against outsiders and should be designed to avoid deterrence of trade with non-APEC economies.
Second, it had to give substance to the Leaders' commitment
to liberalise the flows of goods, services and investment in the
Asia Pacific Region while avoiding the discrimination against
outsiders that is inherent in free trade areas of the traditional
kind, as well as to confirm its commitment to clear and timely
implementation of the Uruguay Round agreements.
APEC Leaders needed to go beyond this, to a commitment
to turn the Asia Pacific into a region of free trade, on a nondiscriminatory basis, consistently with Article I of the CATT.
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To be realistic, such a commitment would need to allow long
periods for adjustment, to leave the pace and order of progress
towards free trade to individual governments, influenced by
APEC peer pressure but without threats of sanctions. Early
steps would include agreements to go beyond Uruguay Round
commitments to liberalise trade in sectors important to Asia
Pacific trade, balanced to meet the interests of a range of
member countries, But should discriminatory free trade, and
agreement on the steps beyond the Uruguay Round be beyond
regional consensus, it would be better to delay progress on
trade liberalisation than to seek progress through discriminatory arrangements. The latter would have the effect of corroding the multilateral system, and would ultimately divide and
weaken APEC itself.
Third, as a practical matter of the political dynamics of progress under Indonesian leadership in Jakarta, the relevance of
APEC to development in the region's lower-income economies
had to be demonstrated. This could be done most effectively
through the linkage of development cooperation to the trade
expansion agenda. In the event, the Leaders' Summit delivered
handsomely on the trade and facilitation agenda, the commitment to free trade among Asia Pacific economies and, effectively, the extension of the APEC agenda to incorporate
development cooperation. On the crucial question of whether
free trade among Asia Pacific economies should be governed
by Article I or Article XXIV of the GATT, the words from the
Summit had the right flavour, but were insufficiently clear-cut
in favour of non-discrimination to avoid the possibility of
future debate and dispute. This is a threat to the future achievements of APEC, as a long debate about the form of Asia Pacific
free trade would dissipate the momentum from Bogor that
needs to be utilised fully if the Bogor commitments are to be
effective.
The strong inclination of the Western Pacific members of
APEC is towards non-discriminatory liberalisation, and this is
explicitly embodied in APEC' s commitment to open regionalism. Ironically, the pressures for discriminatory regionalism
now come from North America, intellectually and politically
the home of the postwar liberal multilateral system.
It now seems that the historic mission of East Asia and the
Western Pacific in the international system is to sustain appreciation of the superiority of a multilateral framework of open
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trade. APEC has become the immediate arena of contests
between discriminatory and multilateral versions of open trade.
If the Western Pacific holds APEC to its recently established
course, it will strengthen the sustainability of open trade on a
global basis.
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